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ABOUT

GOLD X CAPITAL
Gold X Capital shifted entirely from mining at a deep level below ground to retreating mine heaps and tailings dams 

on a massive scale. Over time, we have built the mechanisms and skill set necessary to do this in a sustainable 

and profitable manner. In addition to restoring the ecosystem, clearing leftover mining residues makes previously 

sterilised areas available for ecologically friendly use. Additionally, the elimination of places that produce airborne 

particles as well as effluent improves the quality of daily life for people who live adjacent to these sites. In terms of 

not essential surface properties in their portfolio.
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Among the first investment vehicles in the world is the trading of gold. The world economy depends heavily on 

precious metals. Gold has been traded in various forms across cultures for a very long time, acting as a stand-in 

for riches and prosperity. Due to the scarcity and difficulty of finding gold deposits, the metal is valued much above 

its industrial application. The process of removing metal from mine is costly and time-consuming. This implies that 

the cost of gold may rise in response to any interruption in the mining process or a significant rise in demand.

We at Gold X Capital make it extremely easy and feasible for you to trade in gold at our very own platform 

providing you with best means and fastest returns in the shortest period of time.
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Since its discovery in the eighth century BCE, gold has shown itself to be among the most durable commodities on 

the planet. This yellow metal can be used for many different purposes; it can be used as money, dental material, 

jewellery, safe-haven asset, inflation hedge, and electronic applications. 



Due to its limited supply, the metal in question is intrinsically unique, making it an expensive item that is highly 

sought after  by dealers. If you would rather experiment on the current value of these commodities through CFDs 

than trading at our platform and dealing with genuine gold coins or investing in stocks of gold, trading in gold might 

be an excellent method to get access to the financial  markets. The argument for gold trading is strengthened by 

the fact that the globe has become a more turbulent place.

Because there is not a shortage of buyers and the gold marketplace is very liquid, purchasing and selling at 

minimal costs is simple at our platform. Gold CFDs can be an invaluable tool for hedging import/export 

requirements or for profiting from short- to medium-term price changes.  A  jewellery designer, for instance, might 

hedge this risk simply going forward on the quantity of CFD futures that would make up their purchase if they had a 

shipment of precious metals to pay for in a few weeks and were concerned about paying more than what the metal 

is now worth.
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Amazing Features

Dependable and steady 
transaction execution

Assurance that your transactions 

are carried out quickly—99.88%* of 

them take a fraction of a second to 

complete.

Prestigious trading 
platforms

Experience a range of robust 

platforms and have exclusive 

access to analysis of performance 

on our platform.

Market  leader 
worldwide

With more than 20 years of 

experience, we can offer cutting-

edge goods and assist traders 

globally in reaching their objectives.
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Amazing Features

Round the clock 
support

Our team ensures that you never have 

to face any difficulty alone. Whenever 

you’re in doubt we make sure that we 
are always there to get through it. We 

ensure this through our consistent 

support which is available 24*7.

Profitable
Investment

When it comes to choosing a platform, most 

people prefer us as we ensure guaranteed 

as well as constant returns. Our platform is 

extremely profitable. The team of experts 

ensure to keep a hold of the market and help 

you invest as and when it is best to invest.

Risk free 
investment

Our team consists of professionals 

who are prodigies. They sure know 

when and where to invest just so all 

your risks are avoided and your 

returns are maximised.



VISION AND MISSION OF

GOLD X CAPITAL

O u r  A i m O u r  V i s i o n

Our aim at Gold X Capital is to proactively aim to become 

the most versatile, feature-rich, and dependable the 

foreign exchange market & CFD broker in the world. We 

see our platform as a technology company first and 

foremost, and we put a lot of effort into collaborating with 

other businesses to create novel instruments for our 

traders to help them earn money and profits like no other 

platform.

We wish to lead the crypto and  forex  market. Our team 

is working towards expansion and growth and is actively 

trying to produce the best results for our partners. We 

wish to see our company as the top company in the field 

of crypto. We will open offices in every continent and will 

rule the crypto and forex industry within a few years.
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CORE VALUES

Honesty: Always conduct ourselves with unwavering honesty and integrity.
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Customer satisfaction: Satisfy our consumers with cutting-edge technology and unsurpassed quality, value, 

and service.

Returns: By fostering global, sustainable growth, we will offer our investors an alluring return

Respecting the environment: Respecting the environment means taking care of both the natural and social 

environments everywhere.

Development: Recognize and foster the various abilities, initiative, and leadership of our staff.

Kindness: We treat everyone we come into contact with kindness and care.

Accountability: Accountability means that everyone of us is in charge of our thoughts, deeds, and outcomes.

Respect: We hold each individual in high regard and conduct ourselves professionally.

Integrity: We develop trust by moral behavior and sincere connections.

Teamwork: When we cooperate and labor as a unit, we accomplish more.



Open An Account

HOW IT WORKS?

Login Account

Make Deposit Withdraw Profit
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Gold Trading
With a long history of use as a valuable metal that has served as 

both a store of wealth and a medium of exchange, gold occupies a 

prominent place. Therefore, it is crucial for every investor to acquire 

or maintain exposure to this bright, pricey yellow metal. Trading in 

gold has advanced to the point where investors are no longer 

required to possess or physically own the underlying commodity. 

The basis of gold trading with CFDs is the concept of gold price 

speculation. The change in the price of gold throughout the course 

of the contract determines the profit or loss. As with other assets, 

you can buy in both rising and declining markets when trading Gold 

as a CFD. You can trade when the price of gold is rising or 

decreasing, in other words. You can genuinely SELL gold in a 

declining market and afterwards BUY it at a higher price. As with 

buying low and selling high, you may do the same with gold.



Metal Objects 
(Bullion or Coins)
With a long history of use as a valuable metal that has served as 

both a store of wealth and a medium of exchange, gold occupies a 

prominent place. Therefore, it is crucial for every investor to acquire 

or maintain exposure to this bright, pricey yellow metal. Trading in 

gold has advanced to the point where investors are no longer 

required to possess or physically own the underlying commodity. 

The basis of gold trading with CFDs is the concept of gold price 

speculation. The change in the price of gold throughout the course 

of the contract determines the profit or loss. As with other assets, 



Basic Programme 

$9 TO $4,999

Referral Commission:

Binary Commission:

Daily Package ROI: 

Daily Working ROI: 

Daily Return ROI: 

Total Profit Return: 

Capital Return: 

Total Return: 

Binary Capping: 

6%

10%

1.00% Upto 200 Days

0.60% Upto No Limit

0.50% Upto No Limit

200%

100%

300%

$1000

INVEST

BUSINESS PLAN

01 Premium Programme 

$5000 TO $24,999

Referral Commission:

Binary Commission:

Daily Package ROI: 

Daily Working ROI: 

Daily Return ROI: 

Total Profit Return: 

Capital Return: 

Total Return: 

Binary Capping: 

8%

10%

1.50% Upto 200 Days

0.80% Upto No Limit

0.75% Upto No Limit

300%

100%

400%

$5000

INVEST

02 Legends Programme 

$25,000 & ABOVE

Referral Commission:

Binary Commission:

Daily Package ROI: 

Daily Working ROI: 

Daily Return ROI: 

Total Profit Return: 

Capital Return: 

Total Return: 

Binary Capping: 

10%

10%

2.00% Upto 200 Days

1.00% Upto No Limit

1.00% Upto No Limit

400%

100%

500%

$10,000

INVEST
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Withdrawal
Conditions
Withdrawal are Open DAILY.

Minimum withdrawal is $15.

ROI Commission - Tuesday to Saturday.

Your withdrawal will be processed within 24 hours.

10% of withdrawal deductions are applicable.

Daily Bonus and Matching Closing is at 12 Noon Montana USA time.

Internal and External Transfers are Free.

Withdrawal Options - USDT TRC-20 Only.



There are 4 Type of 
Bucket

Bonus Bucket: All Income from 'Binary Bonus',

'Referral Bonus' and 'ROI on Bonus Bucket' bonus will

be credited in this bucket.

0201

0403

This bucket can be use for activation of any Id and also

can transfer to Rewards Bucket and can be withdrawal

any time.

ROI Bucket: All your 'ROI on your package' and 'ROI

on ROI Bucket' bonus will be credited in this bucket

This bucket can be use for activation of any Id and also

can transfer to Rewards Bucket and can be withdrawal

any time.

Crypto Bucket: All 'crypto deposits' will be credited

in this bucket.

This bucket can be use for account activation of any Id

and can be transfer to any other Id.

Reward Bucket: All 'Rank and Rewards Bonus' will

be credited in this bucket.

This bucket can be use for account activation and can

be transfer to other Id.



REWARD BONUS
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Contact Us

+1 646-631-7201

www.goldxcapital.com

info@goldxcapital.com

104 2nd St S, Greate Falls, MT 59401, 

Montana USA
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THANK YOU
F O R  Y O U R  A T T E N T I O N


